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Extreme Sports
slackline -- opposite of a tightrope, a rope to balance on that hangs loosely
wingsuit -- a suit with wing-like fabric between wrists and ankles
parkour -- a sport of running and leaping over and through roofs, walls and other urban obstacles

Ad Astra
potential -- ability that hasn’t yet been used
plot hole -- a fiction-writing flaw in which the author doesn’t tell how one thing could have led to another
sell -- in drama, to be particularly convincing

The Collected Works of Gretchen Oyster
discarded -- unwanted and thrown away

All the Impossible Things
quirky -- strange, but in a sort of fun way
manifest -- to make something actually happen

New Mexico’s College Plan
tuition -- the cost of attending classes
grant -- money that does not have to be paid back

Sharks
fatality -- death from an accident or violent action
infiltrate -- to sneak into a group as if you belonged

Vocabulary Word Search
This week’s vocabulary terms are hidden in this puzzle. Can you find them?
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